ABOUT DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

The School of Architecture and Planning (SAP), Anna University is one of the premier and oldest institution of the nation offering architecture and planning education. The Department of Architecture was started under the University of Madras in the year 1957 and was located in the Alagappa College of Technology, Guindy, offering a five year Bachelor’s Degree Programme in Architecture. From 1978, the School became one of the constituent colleges of the newly formed Anna University.

The Department of Architecture is committed to excellence in the field of architectural education and the discipline of architecture through its pedagogical, research, extension and outreach activities, directed towards the betterment of the world that we inhabit, in all realms shaped by architecture. It shall uphold universal moral and ethical values in all endeavours that it undertakes and be exemplary in creating positive transformations.

ABOUT ANNA UNIVERSITY, CHENNAI

Anna University was established on 4th September, 1978 as a unitary type of University. It offers higher education in Engineering, Technology, Architecture and Applied Sciences relevant to the current and projected needs of the society. Besides promoting to 500+ colleges on academics & research and disseminating knowledge gained there from, it fosters cooperation between the academic and industrial communities.


The University was formed by bringing together and integrating four University Campuses: College of Engineering (CEG), Alagappa College of Tech. (ACT), Madras Institute of Tech.(MIT), School of Architecture & Planning(SAP). In addition, Anna University also consists of 4 Regional Campuses located at Coimbatore, Madurai, Tiruchirapalli and Tirunelveli, 13 University Colleges and 480+ affiliated colleges of Engineering spread across Tamil Nadu for extending academic activities in Engineering and Technology sector.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVE

This Faculty Development Programme (FDP) is designed to provide educators with comprehensive skills and knowledge essential for integrating artistry into architectural education. By focusing on the B.Arch syllabus verticals of Art, Design and Writing, the program aims to enhance teaching proficiency and foster a deeper understanding of the interdisciplinary relationship between art and architecture.

Upon completion, the participants will emerge equipped with comprehensive skills and knowledge to effectively integrate art into architectural education. They will be empowered to enrich architectural education through interdisciplinary approaches and innovative pedagogies.

MAJOR TOPICS OF DISCUSSION

❖ Modern art concepts and its relevance to contemporary architecture.
❖ Art appreciation techniques to develop a deeper understanding of artistic expression.
❖ Advanced techniques for architecture sketching and illustration.
❖ Creating mural art- cultural significance of traditional mural art and contemporary murals.
❖ Principles of watercolour painting.
❖ Digital art as a powerful tool of expression.
❖ Complete training on e-content development and publishing.
❖ Techniques for digital model making and skills in photography.
❖ Study of temple architecture through site visits.
❖ Applications of AI in art and Architecture.
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INFORMATION TO THE PARTICIPANTS

a) There is no registration Fee for attending the FDP.
b) Faculty members of (Regular/ Adhoc/ Temporary), Anna University, Constituent Colleges and Affiliated Institutions are eligible to participate.
c) Participants selection based on First come First Serve basis.
d) Registration through filing the google form online and submission of duly recommended registration form and forwarded by Head of the institution (Scanned copy of registration form need to be uploaded as PDF through google form.
e) Confirmation about the selection will be intimated through email.
f) FDP will be conducted offline only.
g) Participants are expected to attend all sessions and participation in quizzes/ tests conducted every session.
h) Submission of assignments with minimum 60% marks and 80% attendance is mandatory.
i) Certificate only if (g), (h) satisfactory.

Online Registration

Scan QR Code or

Click Here
https://forms.gle/yqzugZBynZmvLwSL7

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE

HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT
Department of Architecture,
School of Architecture and Planning,
Anna University Sardar Patel road, Guindy,
Chennai–600025.

Dr. P. STUBERT SIBI, Mobile No.: 7339649334
Ar. J. SONIKA, Mobile: 8870111772
Email: sapfdp2024@gmail.com
https://www.annauniv.edu/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPORTANT DATES:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last Date for Submission of Application : 20-06-2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimation of Selected Participants : 21-06-2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last date for E-Mail confirmation By Participants : 24-06-2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>